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Abstract

Thalamic relay neurons have well-characterized dual firing modes: bursting and tonic spiking. 

Studies in brain slices have led to a model in which rhythmic synchronized spiking (phasic firing) 

in a population of relay neurons leads to hyper-synchronous oscillatory cortico-thalamo-cortical 

rhythms that result in absence seizures. This model suggests that blocking thalamocortical phasic 

firing would treat absence seizures. However, recent in vivo studies in anesthetized animals have 

questioned this simple model. Here we resolve this issue by developing a real-time mode-

switching approach to drive thalamocortical neurons into or out of a phasic firing mode in two 

freely-behaving genetic rodent models of absence epilepsy. Toggling between phasic and tonic 

firing in thalamocortical neurons launched and aborted absence seizures, respectively. Thus a 

synchronous thalamocortical phasic firing state is required for absence seizures and switching to 

tonic firing rapidly halts absences. This approach should be useful for modulating other networks 

that have mode-dependent behaviors.
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Here Sorokin, J., et al. investigate the roles of phasic and tonic firing modes of thalamocortical 

relay cells in absence epilepsy, and discover that unilaterally toggling TC phasic firing initiates 

bilateral absence seizures, while switching to tonic aborts seizures in real-time.

Reciprocal communication between thalamus and cortex is critical to normal sensory 

experience (Steriade 2000; Steriade et al. 1993a; Contreras & Steriade 1995), and disorders 

in these circuits are associated with seizures (Huguenard 1999; Beenhakker & Huguenard 

2009; Kostopoulos 2000) and altered cognitive processing (Buzsáki & Watson 2012). The 

firing modes of individual thalamocortical (TC) and corticothalamic (CT) neurons, which 

can fluctuate between burst and tonic firing, can alter cortico-thalamo-cortical (CTC) 

function (Steriade et al. 1993a; Steriade 2000). One form of epilepsy associated with 

changes in firing mode is generalized absence epilepsy. Genetic animal models of this 

disorder display stereotyped bilaterally synchronous spike-wave discharge (SWD) 

electrographic seizure activity and episodes of behavioral arrest (Danober et al. 1998; 

Coenen et al. 1992; Marescaux et al. 1992). SWDs, in both human patients and animal 

models, result from abnormally synchronous oscillations in CTC networks (for review, see 

(Danober et al. 1998; Beenhakker & Huguenard 2009)). Within the CTC circuit, the 

necessity of TC versus CT output and firing mode in generating and/or maintaining global 

epileptic activity has been debated (Meeren, Hanneke; Lopes da Silva 2005; Polack & 

Charpier 2006; Huguenard 1999). One current working model is that CT output is sufficient 

to initiate and maintain SWDs, and that active TC phasic output (see experimental 

procedures) is not necessary (Polack et al. 2007; Polack & Charpier 2006; Pinault 2003). 

This conclusion, obtained by multiple research groups, is based in part on the findings that 

(1) intra-cortical infusions of tetrodotoxin (TTX), lidocaine or ethosuximide can effectively 

suppress SWDs in epileptic rats (Polack et al. 2009; Manning et al. 2004; Sitnikova & Van 

Luijtelaar 2004), while intra-thalamic delivery of these compounds is less effective(Richards 

et al. 2003; Polack et al. 2009), and (2) TC neurons in epileptic rats and cats are silent or 

only fire sparse single spikes during SWDs due to the shunting output of GABAergic 

reticular thalamic (RT) neurons (Timofeev et al. 1998; Timofeev & Steriade 2004; Steriade 

& Contreras 1995; Pinault et al. 1998; Pinault 2003; Polack & Charpier 2006).

An alternate view is that phasic TC firing promoted by T-current dependent post-inhibitory 

rebound (PIR) bursts (Jahnsen & Llinás 1984; Coulter et al. 1989) is required for SWDs. 

This view is supported by the observation that lesions of the RT, which normally drives TC 

PIR bursts (for review see (Huguenard & McCormick 2007)), reduce both SWDs and high-

voltage neocortical spindles (Avanzini et al. 1993; Buzsaki et al. 1988). Further, many in 
vitro studies using rodent thalamic slices (Huguenard & Prince 1994; Huguenard & 

McCormick 1992; Sohal et al. 2000) strongly argue that the intra-thalamic RT-TC loop 

undergoes prominent seizure related oscillatory activity with burst firing in both RT and TC 

cells. In contrast with these in vitro studies, researchers have surprisingly found in vivo that 

RT output tends to shunt TC activity rather than promote oscillatory PIR bursts (Steriade & 

Contreras 1995). However, these in vivo findings were obtained in animals under anesthesia, 

which can alter CTC firing dynamics.
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While the specific contribution of TC phasic firing has not been shown, previous studies 

have shown that the thalamus at large plays a role in SWDs. For instance, pharmacological 

manipulations such as intra-thalamic infusion of GABA agonists into Genetic Absence 

Epilepsy Rats from Strasbourg (GAERS) promoted SWD occurrence, while KCl, GABA 

and glutamate antagonists prevented SWDs (Paz et al. 2007; Cope et al. 2009; Danober et al. 

1998; Marescaux et al. 1992). Further, lesions to certain thalamic nuclei affect SWDs of the 

same hemisphere (Avanzini et al. 1993; Vergnes & Marescaux 1992), and lesions and 

pharmacological manipulations of the basal ganglia and neuromodulator pathways affect 

SWDs (Danober et al. 1998; Danober et al. 1993). Nonetheless, these results stem from non-

specific manipulations that confirm only (1) the necessity of a fully intact CTC network for 

SWD expression, and (2) that modulatory pathways, which affect diffuse brain regions and 

cognitive states, influence absence seizures. Thus, these studies do not address the specific 

roles of various pathways and firing states in the CTC network for SWDs. These 

controversies lead to three questions to be addressed in this study, as follows:

Why is it important to determine whether the thalamus is actively involved in SWDs? If the 

thalamus simply follows cortically generated SWDs, then there is little point in further 

studying thalamic channelopathies or developing novel antiepileptic therapies that target TC 

firing. On the other hand, if phasic firing in TC cells does contribute to SWD generation, 

then therapies that target phasic firing may have powerful anti-absence effects. Given that 

phasic TC output is mediated by Cav3.1 T-channels, and that novel, selective T-type channel 

blockers (compared to the non-selective blocker ethosuximide (Gomora et al. 2001)) are 

under development (Dreyfus et al. 2010), then those that specifically target Cav3.1 may be 

legitimate treatments for absence epilepsy and potentially other disorders involving aberrant 

TC phasic firing, perhaps with fewer side effects.

What are potential explanations for opposing findings? Previous studies that were performed 

under anesthesia, neuroleptanalgesia, or in brain slices, which allow for stable high-quality 

intracellular recordings, have yielded important insights on intrinsic membrane properties 

and subthreshold synaptic activities from epileptic cortical and thalamic (TC and RT) 

neurons that can not be obtained with extracellular recordings. However, such preparations 

affect CTC network dynamics. Moreover, given the adjacency and reciprocity of TC and CT 

projection pathways (Jones 2002; Adams 1997), it is challenging to specifically isolate the 

contributions of the thalamus and the cortex via techniques used in other previous studies 

(lesions, pharmacology, electrical stimulations), as these can indirectly affect neighboring 

networks.

How can the opposition be resolved? Recent advances in optogenetic tools now enable cell-

type-specific manipulations of firing mode in real-time, positioning us to resolve these long-

standing issues regarding the necessity of active TC phasic output for the maintenance of 

naturally occurring absence seizures during free behavior.

Here we demonstrate that TC neurons rhythmically fire synchronized, phasic clusters of 

action potentials that are time-locked with natural SWDs in freely behaving mice and rats, 

and that such TC phasic output is necessary to maintain SWDs and behavioral absences. We 

first used electrophysiology to reveal the endogenous properties of TC neurons in behaving 
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rodents. Then we applied novel optogenetic approaches to selectively manipulate the 

unilateral TC component of the CTC circuit to determine if TC phasic firing alone is 

sufficient to initiate and necessary to maintain generalized SWDs. We manipulated the firing 

modes of TC neurons in the ventrobasal (VB) complex—the primary somatosensory relay 

center (Chmielowska et al. 1989)—in healthy mice and rats and in two genetic models of 

absence epilepsy: Stargazer (STG) mice (Lacey et al. 2012; Noebels et al. 1990) and Wistar 

Albino Glaxo rats from Rijswijk (WAGRij) (Coenen et al. 1992; Sarkisova & van Luijtelaar 

2011).

RESULTS

Unilaterally manipulating TC output is sufficient to alter bilateral cortical states in non-
epileptic rats

Normal oscillatory output from the thalamus, which is believed to recruit ipsilateral cortical 

activity (Steriade et al. 1993a), is primarily driven by RT-mediated PIR bursts in TC neurons 

(Steriade et al. 1993a; Cox et al. 1997). To test whether unilateral TC oscillatory output can 

drive bilateral cortical rhythms, we expressed an inhibitory opsin, halorhodopsin 

(eNpHR3.0) (Gradinaru et al. 2008) unilaterally in excitatory VB TC neurons in non-

epileptic rats. In vitro photoinhibition of eNpHR–expressing TC neurons in acute brain 

slices with brief 594nm pulses at various frequencies (see experimental procedures) reliably 

drove robust PIR bursts (Jahnsen & Llinás 1984) with ~25ms latencies (Fig. 1a,c) mediated 

by T-type calcium channels (Coulter et al. 1989). Our in vitro experiments documented 

unambiguous single-cell, multi-spike PIR bursts after each and every 594nm pulse within 

the pulse trains (Fig. 1a).

Our in vivo results were consistent with this finding, where we recorded multi-unit (MU) 

activity with chronic optrode devices (Yizhar et al. 2011) implanted in the right VB of adult 

non-epileptic rats and mice along with electrocorticogram (ECoG) electrodes in ipsilateral 

and contralateral cortical hemispheres, as described in (Paz et al. 2013) (see experimental 

procedures). We found that unilaterally-delivered 594nm pulse trains at various frequencies 

(see Fig. 1f) robustly drove phasic action potentials in a local population of TC cells (that we 

will refer to as clustered spiking for simplicity, see experimental procedures). Strikingly, 

these pulses drove 12 Hz ECoG oscillations in both hemispheres (Fig. 1b–e), suggesting that 

unilateral TC clustered spiking can evoke bilateral thalamo-cortical network responses 

independent of the stimulation frequency (Fig. 1f). Although we did not isolate individual 

single units from our recordings, our results clearly show that 594nm pulses organize MU 

TC activity into high-frequency clusters with similar post-light latencies to in vitro T-

current-mediated PIR bursts (~25ms; see Fig. 1a,b, Fig. S1a). In some cases just a few light 

pulses (<10) initiated ECoG oscillations that outlasted the optical train, indicating that the 

oscillation, once initiated in thalamus, became fully established in the CTC circuit. The 

effect of evoking phasic TC output on cortical oscillations depended on the behavioral state 

of the animal: in awake animals during pronounced cortical theta rhythm (5–12 Hz), which 

is associated with attention, exploration, and learning (Buzsáki & Moser 2013; Hasselmo et 

al. 2002), photoinhibition of TC cells still produced oscillatory TC clustered spiking, yet 

failed to induce cortical oscillations (Fig. 1f).
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These results establish that coordinated rhythmic firing of a group of TC cells, even 

unilaterally, can entrain a global network CTC oscillator.

TC firing mode switches from tonic to phasic during spontaneous SWDs

To quantify innate TC firing behavior during spontaneous SWDs, we recorded ECoG (Fig. 

2a, top) and MU activity from the VB (Fig. 2a, bottom) in epileptic WAGRij rats. All in vivo 
recordings were obtained from animals in states of quiet wakefulness. These rats displayed 

highly stereotyped seizures, with prominent SWDs in the ECoG and robust, rhythmic TC 

clustered spikes time-locked to the ECoG (Fig. 2a,b), which were infrequent and 

disorganized during inter-ictal periods. Interestingly, the overall rate of TC firing and the 

occurrence of clusters increased from pre-ictal to ictal periods in all rats (Fig. 2c,d left), with 

low variance among SWDs (Fig. 2c,d middle). Additionally, the inter-spike interval (ISI) 

decreased (Fig. 2c, right) due to the organization of MU spikes into clusters. Most notably, 

the inter-cluster interval (ICI) became very regular (~100–120ms, Fig. 2d, right), matching 

the principle oscillatory frequency of rodent SWDs (Danober et al. 1998; Coenen et al. 

1992).

Unilaterally driving TC phasic firing induces generalized absence seizures and behavioral 
arrest in epileptic rodents

Given that absence seizures appear to emerge from similar elements of the thalamocortical 

network that drive normal oscillations as in sleep spindles (Kostopoulos 2000; Beenhakker 

& Huguenard 2009), we next investigated whether selectively driving TC phasic firing in 

epileptic animals could initiate SWDs. We expressed eNpHR-eYFP unilaterally in TC 

neurons of STG mice and WAGRij rats and delivered 8 Hz pulses of 594nm light to TC 

neurons to mimic the fundamental frequency of rodent absence seizures (van Luijtelaar & 

Coenen 1986; Noebels et al. 1990). Repetitive 594nm (but not sham) pulses produced phasic 

clustered spikes in TC neurons, with similar post-light latencies (~28ms) to our in vitro 
results (Fig. 3g, Fig. S1a). Robust CTC oscillations were detected in the thalamic local field 

potential (LFP) and cortical ECoG in both mouse and rat models of epilepsy (Fig. 3a, Fig. 

S1b (bottom)), which were not seen in eYFP-controls (Table S1). We discovered that 

unilateral photoinhibition initiated bilateral cortical SWDs with classic features of absence 

epilepsy: synchronous 8 Hz rhythmic activity and behavioral absences identical to 

spontaneously occurring seizures (Fig. 3c, Video S1) (van Luijtelaar & Coenen 1986).

To compare the optically induced seizures to spontaneously occurring events, we used 

wavelet decomposition (Torrence & Compo 1998) to analyze changes in ECoG power 

centered around five frequency bands (see experimental procedures). We found significant 

changes in BB, ß, and Ø* power for both WAGRij and STG expressing eNpHR-eYFP, but 

not eYFP (Fig. 3b,d, Table S1). The Ø* and ß bands reflect the fundamental and harmonic 

frequencies, respectively, of SWDs (see Fig. 3a,c,e). Notably, wavelet power in each ECoG 

increased relatively more for ß and Ø* bands than it did for Ø, ∂, or BB (Fig. 3b right, Table 

S1), which was not evident in low-power 8 Hz controls, nor with 488nm light (which does 

not strongly activate eNpHR (Zhang et al. 2006); Fig. S2b,c,e,f, Video S2).
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Although long (~6s) unilateral 8 Hz trains could drive bilateral SWDs, we wondered 

whether brief (1s) 8 Hz trains could reproduce this result. Indeed, 1s unilateral 8 Hz trains 

reliably drove bilateral SWDs with elevated Ø*, ß, and BB power that outlasted the pulse 

train (Fig. 3e,f, Table S1). Seizures were induced on average in 40–50% of stimulations, but 

only occurred by chance in ~0–5% of cases following sham pulses and in eYFP animals 

(Fig. S3b,c). Further, BB and Ø* ECoG power was elevated in both hemispheres after 

photoinhibition relative to sham and eYFP controls (Fig. 3h). This is a striking result given 

that TC neurons of primary thalamic nuclei project exclusively to ipsilateral cortex (Jones 

2007).

Thalamic induction of SWD is pulse-frequency invariant, and even a single cluster of TC 
spikes can initiate an SWD

We next asked whether various pulse frequencies could induce SWDs. We found that pulsed 

594nm light at 3, 12, and 20 Hz drove phasic clustered spikes in TC neurons that followed 

the pulse frequency (Fig. 4a–e), and increased the incidence of spike clusters compared to 

pre-stim periods and eYFP controls (Fig. 4f,g). Although TC spike clusters followed the 

stimuli, we found that the different pulse frequencies consistently induced bilateral ECoG 

SWDs with maximal power in ß and Ø* bands (Fig. 4h, Table S1, Video S3). These findings 

argue that the induced cortical oscillations do not simply reflect an extrinsic thalamic drive, 

but rather arise from intrinsic epileptic CTC network activity that is rapidly activated by a 

synchronous switch of TC neurons into a rhythmic, phasic state.

This raised the question: could a single, unilateral TC population action potential cluster also 

trigger a seizure? Surprisingly, one 50ms pulse of 594nm light delivered to WAGRij-eNpHR 

rats was sufficient to initiate sustained phasic TC firing at ~ 8 Hz (Fig. 5c,d,g), along with 

synchronous oscillations with elevated Ø* power in thalamic LFP and bilateral ECoG (Fig. 

5b,c,h (left),i). These were accompanied by behavioral absences, which were not evoked in 

eYFP controls (Fig. 5a,h right) nor with sham pulses (Fig. 5e–g). Induced SWDs showed a 

mean onset latency of 850ms following the stimulus and duration of 3.24s, as well as 

pronounced changes in Ø* and ß power relative to Ø and ∂ (Fig. 5h bottom, Table S1). 

Seizures were induced in ~50% of stimulations on average versus ~0–5% of cases with sham 

pulses and in eYFP controls (Fig. S3a,d).

These results indicate that toggling phasic firing in TC neurons – even via a single unilateral 

cluster of action potentials – can initiate self-sustained bilateral epileptic activity that evolves 

irrespective of the frequency of direct, light-induced TC responses, likely by recruiting 

epileptic CTC networks (van Luijtelaar & Sitnikova 2006).

Depolarizing TC neurons switches TC firing mode from a phasic to tonic and eliminates 
clustered spiking

Having shown that eNpHR photoinhibition reliably drives phasic firing of TC cells and CTC 

rhythms, we next asked: can the same TC pathway be targeted to destabilize ongoing 

rhythms? Indeed, closed-loop control of thalamus and hippocampus is sufficient to interrupt 

spontaneously occurring seizures in animal models of acquired epilepsy (Paz et al. 2013; 

Armstrong et al. 2013), and closed-loop cerebellar stimulation (Kros et al. 2015) and 
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transcranial stimulation (Berenyi et al. 2012) can disrupt SWDs. Despite these studies, the 

necessity of active TC phasic firing for SWD maintenance has never been studied in freely 

behaving rodents with absence epilepsy. To address this question, we developed our own 

closed-loop stimulation protocol (see experimental procedures) in order to unilaterally 

manipulate the TC firing mode during spontaneous seizures in both mice and rats.

We hypothesized that subthreshold depolarization of TC cells would enhance tonic firing 

associated with behavioral arousal (McCormick et al. 2015; McCormick 1992; Steriade et al. 

1993b; Hirata & Castro-Alamancos 2010; Poulet et al. 2012) and reduce the probability of 

phasic firing in response to SWD-related inhibitory RT output (Coulter et al. 1989; 

Huguenard 2002; Huguenard & McCormick 2007), and thus the ability to sustain an 

ongoing CTC oscillation. For this purpose, we expressed Stable Step Function Opsin 

(SSFO), a bistable depolarizing opsin (Yizhar et al. 2011), unilaterally in VB neurons in 

both STG mice and WAGRij rats.

We describe first the intracellular recordings from SSFO-expressing VB neurons in vitro 
from rats that had been used for successful in vivo recordings (see below and experimental 

procedures). SSFO activation and subsequent deactivation increased and decreased tonic 

firing in TC cells, respectively (Fig. 6a,b). Notably, the SSFO activation strongly reduced the 

likelihood of eliciting TC PIR bursts, increased the likelihood of tonic spiking (Fig. 6c,d), 

and reduced the burst index, a measure of burst vs. tonic firing propensity (BI, Fig. 6d,e).

Next, we determined the in vitro effects of SSFO on isolated thalamic network activity by 

recording extracellular MU activity in the VB of WAGRij rats from brain slices that 

preserved intra-thalamic connectivity (Huguenard & Prince 1994; Paz et al. 2011; Paz et al. 

2013) (see experimental procedures). In control conditions (594nm light only), internal 

capsule stimulation evoked intra-thalamic oscillations with bouts of clustered spikes that 

lasted for many seconds (Fig. 6f left, Supplementary Fig. 4a,b). However, SSFO activation 

in TC cells by 488nm light eliminated the evoked oscillations, increased desynchronized 

MU tonic firing (Fig. 6f right, Fig. S4a,b), and reduced the oscillatory index (OI)—a 

measurement of the regularity and robustness of oscillations (Fig. 6g,e), as well as the 

number of clusters per oscillation and the oscillation duration (Fig. S4c,d). These data 

validate SSFO as a robust tool to toggle TC tonic firing and effectively desynchronize 

thalamic network oscillations.

Disrupting TC phasic firing in vivo desynchronizes cortical oscillations

We next asked if toggling TC tonic firing in vivo could disrupt CTC rhythms. We developed 

an algorithm to unilaterally activate SSFO in the VB following SWD-detection (see 

experimental procedures). Closed-loop SSFO activation reliably and rapidly eliminated TC 

clusters and toggled tonic firing, which was not observed with sham pulses (Fig. 6j, Fig. 

S4e–g, S5a–c), nor in eYFP controls (Fig. 6k, S5d). The effect of unilaterally switching the 

firing mode from phasic to tonic on bilateral SWD was rapid and robust. SSFO activation 

bilaterally shortened SWDs in STG and WAGRij rats vs. sham pulses, but not in eYFP 

controls (Fig. 7e–g, Fig. S5a, Table S2, Video S4), and heightened arousal and exploratory 

behavior and reduced Ø* (Fig. 7a–d) ECoG power; this did not occur with 594nm light 

alone (Video S5).
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Thus, closed-loop toggling of TC tonic firing mode via SSFO-mediated depolarization is a 

novel and reliable mechanism to abolish synchronized TC phasic firing in vivo and 

desynchronize bilateral SWDs and behavioral absences. Moreover, our experiments show 

that phasic TC output is a consistent feature of spontaneous absence seizures (Fig. 2, 5i–k, 

Fig. S5a left), and that such phasic firing is required for SWD maintenance.

Given the robustness of TC phasic firing during SWDs and the strong effects of SSFO 

activation, we wondered whether the TC output is necessary for SWD expression. To test 

this, we used a similar closed-loop protocol for our STG-eNpHR mice, but delivered 594nm 

light (see experimental methods). eNpHR activation strongly reduced MU TC firing 

compared to sham (Fig. S6a,b), and bilaterally shortened SWDs in all three STG-eNpHR 

mice (Fig. S6c–f). In combination with our SSFO results, this experiment argues that the 

continued phasic TC output is necessary for SWD maintenance during free behavior.

DISCUSSION

We investigated the role of TC neurons in generating cortical rhythms relevant to non-

epileptic and absence behavior. For this purpose, we developed two novel optogenetic 

strategies to drive or disrupt phasic and tonic firing states unilaterally in VB neurons, with 

high temporal resolution. We demonstrate in non-anesthetized, freely behaving mice and rats 

that TC activity can bi-directionally control SWDs and behavioral absences in real-time.

Specifically, we demonstrated that (1) TC firing is heightened and organized into phasic 

clusters during seizures, (2) unilaterally driving TC phasic firing can initiate bilateral CTC 

oscillations and SWDs, (3) switching TC firing mode from phasic to tonic is sufficient to 

globally terminate SWDs, and 4) reducing TC firing shortens SWDs. Finally, we 

demonstrated that TC clustered spiking is robust throughout spontaneous and evoked SWDs. 

These results were supported by in vivo and in vitro experiments, and were validated in vitro 
in tissue from animals used for in vivo recordings.

The striking finding that a single TC spike cluster can initiate an SWD (Fig. 5) suggests that 

the TC pathway can rapidly recruit global CTC oscillators. These results are in agreement 

with our previous studies using the GluA4 knockout mouse in which “normal” excitatory 

inputs to the thalamus cause an abnormally large population of VB cells to fire, which 

promotes SWDs (Paz et al. 2011).

Origins of the phasic firing during SWDs

The in vivo TC clustered spiking following photoinhibition is likely due to a combination of 

single action potentials and PIR bursts. Although intracellular recordings are required to 

isolate the relative contribution of single cell bursts to population clusters, the latency 

between the end of the 594nm pulse and the start of the spike cluster was similar to the 

latency of PIR bursts obtained in slices (Fig. 1a,c, 2g, Fig. S1a). Therefore, the TC clustered 

spiking we observe during SWDs could be due in part to T-channel mediated PIR bursts.

Nonetheless, independent of the origin of the clustered spiking, the major point of this study 

is that at the population level, TC activity is heightened and organized into phasic, rhythmic 
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bouts during seizures, and that this phasic firing is necessary for seizure maintenance. This 

last point is supported by our SSFO results, which demonstrate that even unilaterally 

disrupting phasic firing halts SWDs. While the effects of SSFO may be partially attributed to 

an increase in TC firing rate, we observed a significant increase in TC firing rate during 

spontaneous seizures (Fig. 2) compared to pre-seizure periods, which corroborates our 

hypothesis that it is the phasic firing mode of the TC network that is relevant for seizure 

expression, and that seizures depend on more than just reciprocal excitatory feedback 

between cortex and thalamus. Moreover, our finding that closed-loop eNpHR-mediated 

reduction of TC output shortens SWDs (Fig. S6) further supports our hypothesis.

Our results in light of the controversy

Dissecting the causal involvement of the TC versus CT pathways in rhythmic oscillations 

has been challenging given their highly reciprocal connections (Jones 2002; Adams 1997), 

and traditional, non-specific approaches such as lesions or electrical stimulation have 

yielded conflicting results. Thus, the active role of TC output—in particular TC cell bursts—

in SWDs has been debated (Avanzini et al. 1996; De Curtis & Avanzini 1994; Tsakiridou et 

al. 1995; Polack et al. 2007; Polack et al. 2009; Meeren et al. 2002; Danober et al. 1998; 

Manning et al. 2004; Pinault et al. 1998; Pinault et al. 2006).

Many studies have shown that TC neurons are essentially silent or only fire sparse single 

action potentials throughout SWDs in vivo (Timofeev & Steriade 2004; Steriade & 

Contreras 1995; Polack & Charpier 2006; Polack et al. 2007; Pinault 2003; Pinault et al. 

1998). These studies, corroborated by findings that pharmacological manipulations of the 

cortex but not the thalamus block SWDs (Polack et al. 2009; Manning et al. 2004; Sitnikova 

& Van Luijtelaar 2004; Leresche et al. 1998), have resulted in the hypothesis that TC output 

is not required for SWD initiation or maintenance. Our results refute this theory, as we have 

shown that TC neurons are highly active and organized into rhythmic, phasic clusters during 

SWDs, and that even unilaterally disrupting TC phasic firing bilaterally alters seizure 

dynamics. One potential reason our results contrast with those of previous in vivo studies is 

that stable and high-quality intracellular recordings of TC neurons has required anesthesia or 

neuroleptanalgesia, which may affect CTC dynamics.

Our results in light of the cortical-focus theory

A popular hypothesis that has emerged over the last 10–15 years is that absence seizures are 

initiated in the cortex – specifically in somatosensory cortex (S1) in rodents (Meeren et al. 

2002; Meeren, Hanneke; Lopes da Silva 2005; Polack et al. 2009; Lüttjohann et al. 2013) – 

known as the cortical focus theory. Our results do not argue against the cortical focus theory 

but instead emphasize that TC neurons themselves are able to rapidly recruit epileptic 

cortical networks. Our results tie the previous controversies regarding which cellular 

substrates are required for an SWD, by suggesting that either CT or TC neurons can be 

causally involved in SWD initiation by recruiting inhibitory RT neurons that toggle TC 

phasic firing, a feature that we have shown to be necessary for the maintenance of cortical 

SWDs and associated absence behavior.
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Translational relevance and opportunities

We propose that TC phasic firing is a potential therapeutic target to abort or possibly prevent 

SWDs. Given that T-type calcium channels are mainly responsible for TC burst behavior 

(Beenhakker & Huguenard 2009), we propose that designing drugs to specifically target 

these channels (primarily Cav3.1, the major T-channel in TC neurons(Talley et al. 1999)) 

would lead to an effective anti-absence therapy, and may reduce side effects associated with 

non-specific anti-absence medication such as ethosuximide, which also acts on Na+ channels 

(Leresche et al. 1998).

Our results are in agreement with complementary findings that systemic or intrathalamic 

administration of agents that increase GABAergic inhibition and hyperpolarize neurons 

(e.g., vigabatrin, tiagabin) promote burst firing and initiate or worsen SWDs in humans and 

rodents with epilepsy(Cope et al. 2009; Danober et al. 1998; Hosford & Wang 1997). Thus 

an optimal therapy would consist of an online switch from a phasic to tonic TC firing state at 

the onset of or just prior to the SWD. Until such closed-loop therapies are available, 

systemic administration of drugs that specifically target phasic TC firing could be used to 

prevent seizures.

Altering firing states as a tool for controlling global networks

We have shown that the firing mode of TC neurons can control global cortical rhythms, and 

that such firing modes can be manipulated in real-time for large-scale control of brain state. 

With tools such as SSFO, we are able to rapidly alter the firing mode of specific neurons, 

which may not necessarily be replicated by other optogenetic constructs with fast kinetics 

such as ChR2. SSFO in particular is an extremely sensitive and powerful tool to investigate 

the causal sources of other healthy and pathological brain states in real-time, and to assess 

the effects of manipulating brain regions that have multi-modal firing states. For instance, 

one could investigate the role of burst versus tonic output of cerebellar purkinje neurons on 

motor control, or the effects of disrupting hippocampal or cortical bursts during sleep.

Remaining challenges: finding key cells within brain wide circuits

The ability to selectively target specific cells in complex networks with powerful tools such 

as optogenetics is crucial for understanding and modifying pathologies, including epilepsy. 

Although seizures can initiate focally, they rapidly engage widespread circuits; thus 

disrupting this spread requires identifying “choke points” that may not necessarily be the 

seizure foci. Although there might be other targets, we propose that the TC pathway is a 

choke point for SWDs, similar to the subthalamus for Parkinson’s disease (for review see 

(Paz & Huguenard 2015)).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

We performed all experiments according to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee, precautions were taken to minimize stress and the number of 

animals used in each set of experiments. Animals were separately housed after viral 

injections and surgical implants.
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Viral injections

Stereotactic viral injections were carried out as described(Paz et al. 2011; Paz et al. 2013). 

500nL of concentrated virus (2×1012 genome copies per milliliter) carrying genes for 

eNpHR3.0 (rAAV5/CaMKIIα-eNpHR-EYFP), SSFO (rAAV5/CaMKIIα-SSFO-EYFP), or 

eYFP alone (rAAV5/CaMKIIα-EYFP) was injected stereotaxically into the right 

somatosensory thalamus (VB) of P30–90 mice and rats with a 34-gauge beveled needle at 

120nL/min. Injection of viral DNA under CaMKIIα promoter results in expression only in 

excitatory TC neurons (Gradinaru et al. 2010; Paz et al. 2011; Paz et al. 2013). The 

stereotaxic coordinates of the injections were 2.6–2.7mm posterior, 2.8mm lateral, and 5.8–

6.0 mm ventral (rats) or 1.7mm posterior, 1.5mm lateral, and 3.5mm ventral (mice) relative 

to Bregma.

Slice preparation

Mice and rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital (100 mg per kg, intraperitoneal) and 

decapitated. The thalamic slice preparation was performed as described(Paz et al. 2011; Paz 

et al. 2013). For in vitro recordings from SSFO-expressing animals containing chronic 

implants, the animals were anesthetized and perfused with ice-cold oxygenated sucrose 

solution. Implants were then pulled off orthogonal to the skull prior to decapitation. All in 
vitro SSFO experiments were performed in the dark to avoid chronic activation of SSFO.

Extracellular thalamic oscillations

400-μm horizontal slices containing TC and RT were placed in a humidified, oxygenated 

interface chamber and perfused at a rate of 2 mL/min at 34°C with oxygenated ACSF 

supplemented with 300 μM glutamine. Oscillations were evoked by a square current pulse 

(240–260μA, 30μs duration) delivered to the internal capsule every 35s through two parallel 

tungsten electrodes (50–100Ω, FHC) 50–100μm apart. Extracellular potentials were 

recorded with a tungsten electrode placed in the VB. Signals were amplified at 10,000× and 

band-pass filtered between 10 Hz and 10 kHz. Photostimulation of thalamocortical neurons 

in TC consisted a pulse of 594nm light (1000ms, 2.6mW), immediately followed by a pulse 

of 488nm light (100ms, 1.2mW) on every other sweep. Sweeps with current stimulation 

were immediately followed by sweeps that consisted of photostimulation, but no current 

stimulation, to determine if photostimulation alone could sufficiently elicit thalamo-cortical 

oscillations. Alternating sweeps were repeated 10–20 times in a single recording.

Patch-clamp electrophysiology from thalamic slices

Recordings were performed as described(Paz et al. 2011; Paz et al. 2013). Recording 

electrodes made of borosilicate glass had a resistance of 2.5–4 MΩ when filled with 

intracellular solution. Potentials were corrected for −15mV liquid junction potential. Access 

resistance was monitored in all the recordings, and cells were included for analysis only if 

the access resistance was < 18 MΩ and resistivity change was < 20% over the course of the 

experiment. Cells were filled with 0.2–0.5% biocytin (Sigma-Aldrich), and whole slices 

were fixed and processed using standard avidin–biotin peroxidase (Horikawa & Armstrong 

1988). Immunofluorescence was assessed with a laser confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 
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510). Numerical values are given as means ± s.e.m., unless stated otherwise. Data analysis 

was performed with MATLAB 2013a and Origin 8.0 (Microcal Software).

To quantify changes in burst probability from neurons expressing SSFO by activation with 

488nm light, we injected DC currents ranging from −250pA to 350 pA and developed a 

burst index (BI, see Fig. 6e) defined as:

where IR is the negative current threshold for eliciting a rebound burst, IT is the positive 

current threshold for eliciting tonic firing, SRR is burst spike count divided by the current 

pulse length, and SRT is the tonic spike count divided by the current pulse length.

In vivo data acquisition

ECoG and LFP signals were recorded using XLTek (Natus Medical Incorporated, 

Pleasanton, CA) or RZ5 (TDT) and sampled at 500 and 2441 Hz, respectively, while 

thalamic extracellular multi-unit signals were recorded using Axoscope (Molecular Devices) 

or RZ5 at 10 and 24 kHz. Two contralateral and two ipsilateral ECoG channels and four 

thalamic MU/LFP channels were obtained via an implanted optrode(Yizhar et al. 2011; 

Anikeeva et al. 2011) (see supplemental procedures). A small video camera mounted on a 

flexible arm was used to continuously monitor the animals. Each recording trial lasted 20–60 

min. To control for circadian rhythms, we housed our animals using a regular light/dark 

cycle, and performed recordings from roughly 9:00AM – 4:00PM.

Spike detection and oscillation analysis

We first differentiated and smoothed raw MU data, then calculated baseline RMS values to 

detect spikes via threshold crossing. Spikes were excluded if their waveforms lasted longer 

than 2ms (in vitro) or 1ms (in vivo), and artifact rejection was implemented to eliminate 

detected signals that were 10-fold larger in amplitude than the mean spike amplitude. We 

define the various firing modes of the TC network that were detected as follows: 1) burst 

firing – the intrinsic generation of bursts of action potentials driven by T-type calcium 

channels (Coulter et al. 1989), 2) clustered spiking – refers to the coordinated and time 

delimited phasic action potential firing of a population of TC neurons, likely but not 

necessarily composed of individual TC burst responses, 3) tonic firing - unclustered action 

potential firing, and 4) phasic firing - the rhythmic occurrence of well-defined MU clusters 

in a sustained oscillation.

In vitro and in vivo clustered spikes were determined as periods containing at least four 

spikes within 10ms with spike rates greater than 2 times the spike rates of adjacent 40ms 

periods of MU activity, as typical rhythmic activity occurs in isolated bouts of firing (see Fig 

2a, 6i–k for examples). In vitro oscillations were determined as periods containing at least 

two clusters within 600ms. For each sweep, spikes were aligned to the stimulus onset, a peri-
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stimulus time histograms (PSTH) with a bin width of 10ms was calculated, and the PSTH 

auto-correlation was used to calculate the oscillatory index (OI). OI was defined as:

where ti = the ith local minimum of the auto-correlation (trough) and pi = the ith local 

maximum of the auto-correlation (peak). See Fig. 6c,d and Fig. S5 for details.

For in vivo recordings, we also rejected high-frequency movement artifacts by following 

previous methods (Paralikar et al. 2009). We then organized spikes into sweeps of 18s 

surrounding each seizure and calculated PSTHs using a bin width of 40ms as well as cluster 

statistics for laser/sham groups (see Fig. 2, 4, 5, Fig. S4–6).

In vivo optogenetics

We simultaneously passed a fiber optic with an inline rotating joint (Doric) through a 

concentric channel in the electrical commutator, and connected it to the 200um-core fiber 

optic in each animal’s headpiece while recording ECoG/MU. The fiber optic was connected 

to a 488nm/594nm dual-wavelength laser control box, which was triggered externally using 

the RZ5 and custom software. The tip of the fiber rested 200 um from the most dorsal 

tungsten electrode on each optrode to allow maximal activation of the TC without physically 

obstructing the electrodes. We used 8mW (mice) and 15mW (rats) of 594nm/488nm power, 

measured at the end of the optical fiber prior to connecting to the animals.

During induced-seizure experiments, our software periodically triggered either 594nm light 

or sham pulses (pulses that did not open our laser shutter), selected at random from a 

uniform distribution, while recording the digital-out from the TDT system. We used 

different protocols to deliver either a single 50ms pulse, or 25ms pulses at 3, 8, 12, or 20 Hz, 

each composed of 50 pulses per train except for the 3-Hz train which was composed of 20 

pulses. A 30 or 60 second time-out was implemented after each trigger.

For closed-loop experiments, we wrote custom software to calculate line-length(Paz et al. 

2013) from an ECoG channel to trigger either a laser or sham pulse based on threshold 

crossing. Briefly, line-length was calculated by splitting signal into two streams, bandpass 

filtering between 7–9 Hz or 14–18 Hz, summed, and finally applying a 1s moving average 

window. Upon user-defined threshold crossing, a 1s 594nm/sham pulse (eNpHR trials) or 

100ms 488nm/sham pulse and then a 2sec 594nm pulse (SSFO trials) was delivered, 

followed by a 15s time-out. We detected seizures in ~585msec on average.

ECoG spectral analysis

We used the continuous wavelet transformation for spectral analysis (Torrence & Compo 

1998) to decompose signals into both time and frequency. We used a basis of Morlet 

wavelets from 1–128 Hz with seven octaves and 10 wavelets per octave. We analyzed 

individual frequency bands defined by the equation:
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where BV is the band-specific variance (or power), l and u are the lower and upper 

boundaries of the bandwidth of choice, ∂j is a scalar for the number of sub-octaves used, ∂t is 

our sampling interval, C∂ is a scalar for the Morlet wavelet, P is total wavelet power, and S is 

an array containing the scales from the wavelet transform(Torrence & Compo 1998). 

Although we did not z-score normalize raw signals, seizure power is relative to the overall 

power of each recording session. Further, the equation for calculating BV normalizes 

wavelet power for each scale by the scale itself, and our statistics were based on relative 

changes in BV on a per-seizure basis, not on absolute BV or wavelet power.

To compare the effects of light on seizure power in both induced and interrupted trials, we 

calculated relative changes in seizure-averaged BV between pre-stimulus (PreStim), 

stimulus (Stim), and post-stimulus (PostStim) periods across recording trials (Fig. 3d,h). We 

focused on five bandwidths for our analyses: broadband (BB) (2–20 Hz), ß (10–20 Hz), Ø* 

(7–10 Hz), Ø (4–6 Hz), and ∂ (2–4 Hz), as these bands have been studied extensively in 

previous epilepsy literature. For induced trials, PreStim was defined as 6s before Stim onset, 

Stim periods were defined by the start and end of the pulse train, which were either 6.67 sec 

(3 Hz), 6.25 sec (8 Hz), 6 sec (single pulse), 4.17 sec (12 Hz), or 2.5 sec (20 Hz) long, and 

PostStim was defined as 6 sec after the end of the Stim period. We calculated relative 

changes in BV from PreStim → Stim for laser and sham, and repeated this analysis for each 

pulse condition to statistically evaluate the effect of various pulse frequencies (Fig. 4k).

Seizure length statistics

Seizure lengths were compared between laser and sham pulses during closed-loop 

experiments to characterize the effect of SSFO activation. Seizure durations were semi-

automatically computed as periods in which BB power crossed and remained above a 

significance threshold (0.99, calculated from the wavelet transformation) for longer than 

1.5s. Seizures were considered to end if BB power returned to and stayed at baseline levels 

for longer than 1s. Post-stimulus seizure lengths were calculated by subtracting the time of 

the stimulus onset relative to the start of the seizure from the total seizure length.

Seizure lengths were separated between laser and sham seizures and were averaged for each 

recording session. Summary statistics (Table S2) and cumulative distributions of these 

statistics (Fig. 7) for laser/sham groups were calculated and statistically compared via the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Seizure probability statistics

For short 8 Hz (Fig. 3e–h) and single pulse (Fig. 5) eNpHR activation experiments, we 

calculated the probability of inducing a seizure by counting the number of instances in 

which a seizure (measured via ECoG recordings) occurred within 2s following a sham or 

laser trigger, and assessed the differences using the Kruskal-Wallis test (see Fig. S3).
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Code availability

Please contact Jordan Sorokin (Jorsor@stanford.edu) or John Huguenard 

(huguenar@stanford.edu).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• TC output is synchronized, phasic, and rhythmic during spontaneous SWDs

• Unilaterally toggling TC phasic spiking via eNpHR induces bilateral SWDs

• Unilaterally toggling TC tonic spiking via SSFO bilaterally aborts SWDs

• Unilaterally suppressing TC output via eNpHR bilaterally shortens SWDs
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Figure 1. 12 Hz train of 594nm light drives sleep-like spindles in normal rats
(a) In vitro 594nm trains induced eNpHR currents (blue) and rhythmic hyperpolarizations 

(black) followed by PIR bursts in TC neurons (right) expressing eNpHR-EYFP (left, image 

of recorded slice showing eYFP fluorescence in VB). (b) in vivo 12 Hz 594nm trains 

delivered via optrodes induced synchronized oscillatory TC firing in animals expressing 

EYFP-eNpHR (left) but not in controls (right). (c) Quantification of multi-unit activity 

(MUA) following the light pulse in eNpHR+ and eNpHR- TC neurons in vivo. (d) 
Superimposed average thalamic MUA rate and averaged cortical ECoG during 594nm 
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pulses. (e) Representative single and average traces (left) and spectrograms (right) showing 

in vivo 594nm-induced TC clusters drive 12 Hz cortical oscillations. (f) 594nm trains fail to 

produce cortical oscillations during theta rhythm. Left: Ipsilateral cortical spindle power 

(dark red triangles) induced by thalamic optical stimulation. Bright red triangles: mean + SE. 

Grey: pre-stim cortical spindle power. Black triangles: mean + SE. Middle: Contralateral 

cortical spindle power (dark red triangles) induced by thalamic optical stimulation. Right: 12 

Hz light train is more likely to evoke strong cortical spindles (bright red circles) in the 

absence of cortical theta activity. After eliminating stimuli not inducing spindle power > 2 

S.D above the mean power (dark red circles), the evoked spindle power and cortical theta 

power are negatively correlated (bright red line). Grey: power in the spindle band 

immediately prior to the stimulus. S.D. ~3dB. Pearson’s R2 = 0.22 for the linear fit. p = 
0.008, 10 trials, 3 animals.
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Figure 2. related to Fig. S5, Table S1: VB displays rhythmic, high firing-rate output throughout 
the duration of naturally occurring seizures
(a) Example ipsilateral ECoG (top) and thalamic multi-unit activity (bottom) with detected 

clusters (green) from four consecutive spontaneous seizures in a WAGRij-YFP rat. (b) 
Rasters of detected spikes (top) and spike clusters (bottom) from the same animals/trial as in 

(a). (c) The population spike rate (left), intra-trial s.d. of the spike rate (middle), and the 

inter-spike interval (right) averaged over 2-second windows prior to the seizure onset (gray) 

and following the seizure onset (blue) across all WAGRij-YFP animals. Note that the 

population spike rate actually increases during seizures, though becomes highly organized 

and phasic. (d) The cluster rate (left), intra-trial s.d. of the cluster rate (middle), and the 

inter-cluster interval (right) across all WAGRij-YFP animals. n = 13 trials, three animals; 
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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Figure 3. related to Fig. S1–3, Table S1: Rhythmic activation of eNpHR in TC drives SWD 
seizures in STG mice and WAGRij rats
(a) Left: example induced seizure from STG-eNpHR mouse with thalamic LFP (top), 

ipsilateral (middle), and contralateral (bottom) ECoG. Yellow bars indicate 8 Hz pulses of 

594nm light, delivered to the right VB. Right: time-frequency wavelet decomposition of 

traces. Right Inset: Average prestim, stim, and postsim power (times indicated by the 

colored bars below). (b) Left: trial-averaged broadband (BB, 2–20 Hz) power (variance in 

this and all subsequent figures) over time for all laser (red) and sham (blue) trials. Right: 
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trial-averaged power for laser-induced seizures, decomposed into different frequency bands 

(ß=10–20 Hz; Ø*=7–10 Hz; Ø=4–7 Hz; ∂=2–4 Hz). (c) Contralateral ECoG from 

spontaneous (purple) and induced (red) seizures; note the peak power at ~7 Hz and 

harmonics at ~15 Hz in both conditions. (d) Left: median BB power percent change + 

s.e.m.) from prestim → stim periods for induced (red) and sham (blue) trials across STG 

mice. Right: median Ø* power percent change. (107/195 laser/sham events, seven trials, 
three animals; p < 0.001, Wilcoxon-ranksum). (e–f) Same as a–b, but for 1s 8 Hz pulse in 

WAGRij-eNpHR. (g) Response of thalamic multi-unit (MU) activity in vivo to 594nm 

pulses. Red X’s = detected spikes, green bars = detected clusters (see online methods). Note 

that clusters time-lock to 594nm pulses. (h) Median % change in BB (left) and Ø* (right) 
power +.s.e.m) for WAGRij-eNpHR and WAGRij-eYFP from prestim → stim for ipsilateral 

(top) and contralateral (bottom) ECoG. Red = laser, blue = sham (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon-
ranksum; eNpHR: seven trials, four animals; eYFP: four trials, four animals; see also Video 

S1).
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Figure 4. related to Fig. S1–3, Table S1: In vivo clusters from eNpHR rodents follow various 
pulse-train frequencies, yet seizure-specific ECoG power is maximally elevated
(a) TC Multi-unit (MU) activity (top) and contralateral ECoG (bottom) from a WAGRij-

eNpHR animal. MU spikes (red x’s) cluster into phasic bouts (green bars) that consistently 

follow the 20 Hz pulses (yellow bars). Right: expanded trace from the highlighted region. 

Note that ECoG spike-wave dischages rapidly converge to ~ 8 Hz despite the 20 Hz pulse 

frequency. (b) In vivo spike (left) and cluster (right) rasters from WAGRij-eNpHR before 

and during a 20 Hz train of 594nm light (red bar = 594nm onset). (c) Same as b, but for a 
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WAGRij-eYFP control. (d) Prestim (left) and during-stim (right) inter-cluster interval (ICI) 

across all laser (red) and sham (blue) pulses for same animal as in b, showing that bursts 

organize around ~50 ms. (e) Same as d, but for WAGRij-eYFP, demonstrating lack of cluster 

organization during the stim. (f) Boxplots of the # of prestim (left) and stim (right) clusters 

during a 20 Hz pulse train across all recording trials for all animals, averaged on a per-trial 

basis for laser (red) and sham (blue) conditions. Only WAGRij-eNpHR show an elevated # 

of clusters during the laser stim period (p < .001, ANOVA, eNpHR: 10 trials, 4 animals; 
eYFP: 7 trials, 4 animals). (g) Same as f, but for 8 Hz (p < .001, ANOVA, eNpHR: 21 trials, 
four animals; eYFP: 11 trials, 5 animals). (h) Average power across different frequency 

bands (ß=10–20Hz; Ø*=7–10 Hz; Ø=4–7 Hz; ∂=2–4 Hz) separated by pulse-frequency 

(columns) for ipsilateral (top row) and contralateral (bottom row) ECoG. Note the 

preferential increase in Ø* and ß ECoG power regardless of the pulse frequency. Shaded 

error represents + s.e.m. (n=76/77, (3Hz), 107/195, (8Hz), 33/38, (12Hz), and 78/55 (20Hz) 
laser/sham events, from 5 trials (3Hz, 12Hz, 20Hz), or 7 trials (8Hz), 3 STG animals. See 

also Video S3).
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Figure 5. related to Fig. S3, Table S1: Single 50ms 594nm pulse induces 8 Hz TC clusters and 
bilateral seizures
(a) Left: Thalamic LFP (top) and cortical ECoG (middle, bottom) from WAGRij-eYFP 

demonstrating no effect of 50ms 594nm pulse (yellow bar) on cortical ECoG. Right: wavelet 

transformations of traces. Notice the transient increase in power in the thalamic LFP due to 

the light artifact. (b) Same as a, but for WAGRij-eNpHR. The 50ms light pulse induces a 

seizure that almost instantly generalizes bilaterally. (c) In vivo thalamic MU activity during 

the same event as in b (red X’s = detected spikes, green bars = detected clusters, yellow bar 
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= 594nm light). Bottom: ipsilateral ECoG from b. Note that ECoG spikes phase and time-

lock to clusters. (d) Spike (left) and cluster (right) rasters of all 594nm events from same 

animal/trial as in b (red bar = 594nm onset). (e,f) Same as c,d, but for sham pulses. (g) Inter-

cluster interval (ICI) histograms across all pulses/animals for laser/sham pulses 2 seconds 

before (left) or after (right) the pulse onset. Poststim ICI peaks at ~125ms, or 8 Hz. (h) Top: 

mean + s.e.m. BB power across laser/sham pulses for WAGRij-eNpHR (left) and WAGRij-

eYFP (right). Bottom: mean + s.e.m. band-specific power across laser pulses. Note that Ø* 

power remains elevated longer compared to other bands. (i) Percent change in BB power 

from prestim → stim periods for all WAGRij-eNpHR and WAGRij-eYFP (red = laser, blue 

= sham). 594nm pulses produced a change in BB power, but only in eNpHR rats (p < .05, 

ANOVA; eNpHR: 15 trials, four animals; eYFP: 13 trials, four animals).
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Figure 6. related to Fig. S4–5: SSFO activation in TC neurons increases tonic firing, reduces 
phasic clusters
(a) Example in vitro whole-cell patch recording from an SSFO-expressing TC neuron 

demonstrating increased firing rate with SSFO activation (blue bar). (b) Raster and PSTH of 

same experiment as a over many sweeps. (c) −150pA current pulse in SSFO-inactive 

(594nm light, black) or SSFO-active (594nm + 488nm light, red) sweeps. SSFO activation 

depolarizes the cell (red arrow) and abolishes the rebound burst. (d) Total # spikes vs. 

injected current for SSFOs and SSFOa sweeps. SSFO activation increases the rebound-spike 
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threshold and reduces # of rebound spikes (black arrow), but inversely affects tonic spiking 

(red arrow). (e) Burst index (BI) for SSFOs and SSFOa cells (p < .05, Wilcoxon-ranksum, n 
= 3 cells). (f) Extracellular multi-unit activity (red circles = spikes) from thalamic slice 

showing oscillatory multi-unit clusters following electrical stimulation (●) without SSFO 

activation (left), and non-oscillatory, desynchronized multi-unit tonic firing with SSFO 

activation (right). (g) Top: average PSTHs of extracellular multi-unit activity across SSFO 

active and inactive sweeps. Bottom: autocorrelations of the PSTHs. (h) Average oscillatory 

index (OI), for each condition (p < .001, T-test, n = 17 slices). (i) Left: in vivo thalamic 

multi-unit activity (top; red X’s = spikes, green bars = clusters), and cortical ECoG (bottom) 

during a closed-loop experiment in WAGRij-SSFO. Clusters and ECoG oscillations at the 

seizure start are abolished with SSFO activation. Right: PSTH and raster of spikes across all 

detected seizures with laser activation from same trial. (j) Same as i, but for sham pulses. (k) 
Same as i, but for WAGRij-eYFP control.
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Figure 7. related to Fig. S4–5, Table S2: SSFO activation in TC cells aborts automatically 
detected SWD seizures in STG and WAGRij
(a) Left: example seizure from an SSFO-expressing STG mouse showing thalamic LFP 

(top), ipsilateral (middle) and contralateral (bottom) ECoG. Gray/yellow bars: sham/594nm 

light. Right: wavelet transformations of the channels. (b) Same as a, but with a 488nm pulse 

that interrupts the seizure. Blue/yellow bars: 488nm/594nm light. Right: wavelet 

transformations; note the silence following the blue pulse. (c) Detected seizure from 

WAGRij-eYFP control + 488nm/594nm light. Blue light has no effect on the seizure. Note 
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the light artifact in the thalamic wavelet power. (d) Detected seizure from WAGRij SSFO 

+ 488nm/594nm light. Like b, the wavelet power is abolished following blue light. (e) 
Contralateral (left) and ipsilateral (right) empirical cumulative distributions of ECoG total 

seizure durations across all laser (red) and sham (blue) pulses for STG-SSFO. Laser seizure 

durations for ipsi- and contralateral cortices were significantly shortened (p < 0.001, 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; 110/112 laser/sham seizures, four trials, four animals). (f–g) 
Same as e, but for WAGRij-SSFO (f, p < 0.001, 155/111 laser/sham seizures, 10 trials, three 
animals) and WAGRij-eYFP (g, ns, 96/98 laser/sham seizures, 13 trials, three animals. See 

also Vid. S4–5).
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